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Abstract
A number of universally consistent dependence measures have been recently
proposed for testing independence, such as distance correlation, kernel correla-
tion, multiscale graph correlation, etc. They provide a satisfactory solution for de-
pendence testing in low-dimensions, but often exhibit decreasing power for high-
dimensional data, a phenomenon that has been recognized but remains mostly un-
chartered. In this paper, we aim to better understand the high-dimensional testing
scenarios and explore a procedure that is robust against increasing dimension. To
that end, we propose the maximum marginal correlation method and characterize
high-dimensional dependence structures via the notion of dependent dimensions.
We prove that the maximum method can be valid and universally consistent for
testing high-dimensional dependence under regularity conditions, and demonstrate
when and how the maximum method may outperform other methods. The method-
ology can be implemented by most existing dependence measures, has a superior
testing power in a variety of common high-dimensional settings, and is computa-
tionally efficient for big data analysis when using the distance correlation chi-square
test.
Keywords: maximum marginal correlation, high-dimension dependence, average
marginal correlation, distance correlation chi-square test
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1 Introduction
Given pairs of observations (xi, yi) ∈ Rp × Rq for i = 1, . . . , n, assume they are
independently identically distributed as FXY . The statistical hypothesis for testing inde-
pendence is formulated as:
H0 : FXY = FXFY ,
HA : FXY 6= FXFY .
Traditional correlation measures like Pearson’s correlation [13] are widely used but not
applicable to detect nonlinear and high-dimensional dependence structures, whereas
many recently proposed dependence measures are able to discover any dependence
structure given sufficiently sample size. The most prominent pioneers are the distance
correlation [22, 25] and the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion [4, 5]. They are
shown to be asymptotically 0 if and only if independence, share similar formulation and
properties [16, 19], and is valid and consistent for testing independence against any
joint distribution at any fixed dimensionality. Other dependence measures are later pro-
posed to improve the finite-sample testing power against strong nonlinear dependen-
cies, such as the Heller-Heller-Gorfine method [6, 7], the multiscale graph correlation
[18, 26], among others. A dependence measure can be useful in plenty statistical tasks,
including two-sample testing [17], feature screening [10, 27, 30], time-series [2, 12, 31],
conditional independence [3, 24, 28], clustering [15, 21], graph testing [9, 29], etc.
An important aspect that remains difficult and not well-understood is the high-
dimensional scenario: at fixed sample size, the testing power of any aforementioned
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dependence measure decreases significantly as noise dimension increases [14, 18]. If
one lets the dimension p or q increase to infinity and the sample size grow slower than
the dimension, distance correlation is not always consistent for testing independence
[32]. One proposed remedy is to compute the marginal covariance for each dimension
within X and Y , then take the average covariance as the test statistic [32]. Despite
not always consistent, the average method exhibits better testing power in certain high-
dimensional simulations. Alternatively, one could consider a random rotate version of
average marginal covariance [8]. Note that the high-dimensional independence testing
problem here is different from testing mutual independence in high-dimensions, where
X has a large number of dimensions (there is no Y ) and one would like to test whether
each dimension of X is independent from each other.
To tackle the high-dimensional challenge, in this paper we propose the maximum
marginal correlation method. Given any choice of dependence measure (by default the
unbiased distance correlation from [24]), the maximum method uses the largest marginal
dependence measure as the test statistic, then apply the permutation test to compute
a p-value. To understand when and how the procedure works, we characterize high-
dimensional dependence structure via the notion of dependent dimensions. As long as
the total dimension pq increases slower than n2 and the number of dependent dimen-
sions is not asymptotically 0, the maximum marginal correlation method is valid and uni-
versally consistent for testing high-dimensional dependence. We also prove that when
the number of dependent dimensions increases slower than pq, the maximum method is
expected to asymptotically outperform other methods such as using the original depen-
dence measure directly or using the average marginal correlation.
Algorithm-wise, the method is simple and straightforward to implement for any choice
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of dependence measure with same theoretical guarantee. In particular, it is able to utilize
the distance correlation chi-square test from [20] to achieve fast and efficient testing for
big data analysis. The numerical simulations confirm the superior testing performance
of the maximum method under a variety of high-dimensional models. All proofs are in
appendix. Overall, we expect the work to significantly enhance the understanding in the
high-dimensional dependence testing regime.
2 Main Results
2.1 Notations and Assumption
We first introduce some notations: For each i ∈ [p], denote X i as the ith dimension
of random variable X, xij as the ith dimension of observation xj, and Xin = {(xij, for j ∈
[n]}. Similarly for Y . Also denote c(Xn,Yn) as the sample correlation using all dimen-
sions, c(Xin,Yjn) as the marginal correlation for each pair of dimension (i, j), and the
maximum and average marginal correlations as
cM(Xn,Yn) = max
i∈[p],j∈[q]
c(Xin,Y
j
n),
cA(Xn,Yn) =
∑
i∈[p],j∈[q]
c(Xin,Y
j
n)/pq.
Their population counterparts are denoted by c(X, Y ), c(Xi, Yj), cM(X, Y ), cA(X, Y ).
Note that the average correlation method we consider here is almost the same as the
aggregated covariance method in [32] when each dimension is normalized to same
variance.
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The following assumptions are required for the theoretical results:
Assumption 1. We always assume the random variable X satisfies
1. For each dimension i ∈ [p], X i has a positive variance that is finite and non-
vanishing;
2. Each dimension X i is independently distributed (but not necessarily identical).
Similarly assume the same for each dimension of Y . We also assume the choice of the
marginal correlation c(·, ·) satisfies
1. c(Xn,Yn)
n→∞→ c(X, Y );
2. Under independence, V ar(c(Xn,Yn)) = O( 1n2 );
3. c(X, Y ) = 0 if and only if independence.
The assumptions on the variance of X is to exclude trivial cases like a constant di-
mension, and the independently distributed assumption of each dimension is a standard
one from [23], which is actually not needed for any theorem but can be useful in fast test-
ing as discussed in Section 2.6. Unless mentioned otherwise, in this paper we always
use unbiased distance correlation with Euclidean distance as the choice of marginal
correlation c(·, ·), which satisfies Assumption 1 (for other distance metrics, see [11, 19]).
We shall always call c(·, ·) as a correlation. Nevertheless, all theorems still hold (excep-
tion the fast testing in Section 2.6) when we choose any other dependence measure
satisfying Assumption 1 as the marginal statistic c(·, ·), including all the aforementioned
dependence measures like distance covariance, Hilbert-Schmidt independence crite-
rion, Multiscale graph correlation, and Heller-Heller-Gorfine.
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2.2 The Maximum Marginal Correlation Algorithm
The sample maximum correlation computation is presented in Algorithm 1, and the
standard permutation test is shown in Algorithm 2. Due to the fast implementation for dis-
tance correlation using Euclidean distance [1, 20], their time complexity is O(pqn log(n))
and O(rpqn log(n)) respectively, where r is typically in the range of 100 or 1000 thus
quite costly for big data. When using distance correlation with other distances or other
aforementioned dependence measures as the marginal statistic, the time complexity is
at least O(pqn2) and O(rpqn2) respectively. Note that Algorithm 1 can be further speed
up by parallel computation of the marginal correlations for large p, q.
Pseudocode 1 Maximum Marginal Correlation
Input: Paired sample data (Xn,Yn) = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rp+q for i ∈ [n]}.
Output: The marginal correlations {c(Xin,Yjn)} and the maximum cM(Xn,Yn).
function STATMAX(Xn,Yn)
(1) Compute the Marginal Correlations:
for i = 1, . . . , p do
for j = 1, . . . , q do
c(Xin,Y
j
n) = STAT(Xin,Yjn);
end for
end for
(2) Take the Maximum
cM(Xn,Yn) = max
i∈[p],j∈[q]
c(Xin,Y
j
n);
end function
2.3 Independence in High-Dimension
When the dimensions p, q are fixed, testing independence between two random
variables is a well-defined problem as the difference of the distribution functions
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Pseudocode 2 Permutation Test using Maximum Correlation
Input: Paired sample data (Xn,Yn) = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rp+q for i ∈ [n]}, and the number of
random permutation r.
Output: (i) The maximum marginal correlation cM(Xn,Yn), (ii) the p-value p,
function PERMUTATION TEST BY STATMAX(Xn,Yn, r)
(1) Compute the Sample Statistic:
cM(Xn,Yn) = STATMAX(Xn,Yn);
(2) Compute Permuted Statistics:
for s = 1, . . . , r do
pi = randperm(n); . generate a random permute index
cp(s) = STATMAX(Xn(pi),Yn); . cp stores the permuted statistics
end for
(3) Compute p-value:
p value =
∑r
s=1#(cp > c
M)/r . the percentage the permuted statistics is larger
end function
(FXY − FXFY ) is always well-defined. However, as one allows the dimensions to in-
crease, the underlying random variable pair effectively becomes a sequence of random
variable pair that is indexed by the dimension. As a result, the distribution difference is
no longer fixed and fluctuates as dimension increases. Therefore, we need a definition
of high-dimensional independence. We first define the notion of dependent dimensions:
Definition 1 (Dependent Dimensions). Given a random variable pair (X, Y ) ∈ Rp × Rq,
we call p as the number of total dimensions of X, q as the number of total dimensions of
Y , and pq as the number of total dimensions of (X, Y ).
As pq increases to s (which can be either a fixed number or infinity), X i is a dependent
dimension if and only if there exists at least one j ∈ [q] such that
lim
pq→s
(FXiY j − FXiFY j) 6→ 0,
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and we denote dX as the number of dependent dimensions of X. Similarly define the
dependent dimension of Y and denote dY as the number of dependent dimensions of
Y . Finally, we define dXY = dXdY as the number of dependent dimensions of (X, Y ).
When p, q are fixed, the definition of dependent dimensions captures the usual inde-
pendence in the following sense:
Theorem 1. Suppose p, q are fixed. Then X is independent of Y if and only if dXY = 0.
High-dimensional independence is defined by generalizing the above result:
Definition 2 (High-Dimensional Independence). Given a random variable pair (X, Y ) ∈
Rp×Rq where either p or q increases to infinity. We define high-dimensional dependence
as follows: X and Y are dependent in high-dimension if dXY 6→ 0 as pq → ∞; and X
and Y are independent in high-dimension if dXY = 0 at any pq.
Namely, the definition always excludes the case where dXY → 0 as pq increases.
Some examples:
Example 1: Suppose each dimension X i is uniformly distributed in [−1, 1], and Y = X1.
Then dXY = 1 as p increases to infinity.
Example 2: Suppose each dimension X i is uniformly distributed in [−1, 1], and Y = X2
where the square is dimension-wise. Then dXY = pq → ∞ as p increases to
infinity.
Example 3: Suppose each dimension X i is uniformly distributed in [−1, 1], and Y =∑p
i=1X
i. Then dXY = p at any finite p but dXY → 0 as p increases to infinity.
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Example 1 and 2 represent two different high-dimensional dependence structures. Ex-
ample 1 is the more difficult case, as the dependent dimensions are fixed and sparse
(see simulation section Figure 1). Example 2 is relatively easy for testing: the depen-
dence structure is dense and the signal is stronger as dimension increases, so the
original statistic c(Xn,Yn) can also work well (see simulation section Figure 2). Cases
like Example 3 are excluded from our high-dimensional dependence definition.
We can group every high-dimensional dependence scenarios into two cases: as
pq increases to infinity, dXY = o(pq) > 0 or dXY = O(pq) > 0. Namely, the number of
dependent dimensions increases slower than the total dimensions, or it increases as fast
as the total dimensions. These two cases are reflective of data collection process and
dominant in real data. When the features are collected automatically, can be cheaply
obtained, or used in an all-inclusive way, we often have dXY = o(pq), e.g., solve computer
vision problems by including as many sensors / features / pixels as possible. When
the features are manually collected, targeted at a particular response variable, or very
expensive to increase, the additional dimensions often satisfy dXY = O(pq), e.g., collect
a large number of inter-related economic factors to predict stock movement.
In the following subsections, we show that the maximum method is consistent for
testing high-dimensional dependence and is the only consistent method in case of dXY =
o(pq) > 0.
2.4 Convergence and Consistency
Theorem 2. Assume p, q are fixed, the maximum marginal correlation satisfies the fol-
lowing:
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• Well-defined: cM(X, Y ) = max
i∈[p],j∈[q]
c(X, Y ) is well-defined.
• Consistency: cM(X, Y ) ≥ 0 with equality holds if and only if independence.
• Convergence: cM(Xn,Yn) n→∞→ cM(X, Y ).
As the number of total dimension increases, the population version may no longer
be well-defined. It turns out the maximum statistic is still well-defined under high-
dimensional independence, as long as the number total dimensions does not increase
too fast:
Theorem 3. When X and Y are dependent in high-dimension, cM(Xn,Yn) > 0 as
pq increases. When X and Y are independent and pq increases at the rate o(n2),
cM(Xn,Yn)
n→∞→ 0.
This leads to the testing consistency.
Theorem 4. Assuming pq = o(n2), the permutation test using cM(Xn,Yn) is valid and
universally consistent for testing high-dimension dependence.
2.5 Advantage of Maximum Correlation
A natural question is which method is better: the original correlation c(Xn,Yn) using
all dimensions, the respective maximum marginal correlation, or the average marginal
correlation. When dXY = o(pq) > 0, maximum correlation is provably the only consistent
method among the three, thus expected to outperform the others at sufficiently large n.
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Theorem 5. Assume X and Y are dependent in high-dimension, pq = o(n2) → ∞, and
dXY = o(pq) > 0. As n→∞, it always holds that
c(Xn,Yn)→ 0,
cA(Xn,Yn)→ 0,
cM(Xn,Yn) > 0.
Therefore, only the maximum method is consistent for testing high-dimension depen-
dence in this case.
In the other high-dimensional dependence case where dXY = O(pq) > 0, all three
statistics are expected to perform well eventually and it is easily provable that both
the maximum and average correlations are consistent. This is because the high-
dimensional dependence is intrinsically an aggregation of low-dimension dependence
when dXY = O(pq), therefore the testing problem essentially reduces to the usual inde-
pendence testing.
2.6 Chi-Square Test for Maximum and Average
A unique advantage of using unbiased distance correlation is the faster testing pro-
cess: the permutation test in Algorithm 2 can be replaced by Algorithm 3 by making use
of the distance correlation chi-square test [20]. Then the test can finish in O(pqn log n)
without any permutation, which is ideal for big data analysis and large n > 10000.
Theorem 6. Assuming pq = o(n2), the following test for the maximum distance cor-
relation is valid and universally consistent for testing high-dimensional dependence at
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Pseudocode 3 Chi-Square Test using Maximum Marginal Distance Correlation
Input: Paired sample data (Xn,Yn) = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rp+q for i ∈ [n]}.
Output: (i) The maximum marginal correlation cM(Xn,Yn), (ii) the p-value p,
function CHI-SQUARE TEST(Xn,Yn)
(1) Compute Observed Test Statistic:
cM(Xn,Yn) = STATMAX(Xn,Yn); . must be the unbiased distance correlation
(3) Compute p-value:
p value= 1− Prob(χ21 < ncM + 1)pq
end function
sufficiently small type 1 error level α: compute the p-value as
1− Prob{χ21 < (ncM(Xn,Yn) + 1)}pq
and reject the independence hypothesis when the p-value is less than α.
From [20], the above test has almost same testing power as the standard permu-
tation approach for any α ≤ 0.05. When the independent dimension assumption from
Assumption 1 is not satisfied, the test is still valid and consistent but may have a slightly
lower finite-sample testing power, e.g., when there are repeated dimensions in X, the ef-
fective dimension p should be smaller, so the p-value derived using the above chi-square
test is conservative (larger) than the permutation approach, and the resulting power is
less than what it should be.
Similarly one can also implement the chi-square test for the average correlation:
Theorem 7. The following test for the average distance correlation is a valid indepen-
dence test at sufficiently small type 1 error level α: compute the p-value as
1− Prob{χ2pq < pq(ncA(Xn,Yn) + 1)},
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and reject the independence hypothesis when the p-value is less than α.
3 Simulations
We consider two different simulation settings below: in the first setting dXY is fixed
while pq increases, and in the second setting dXY increases while pq is fixed. They reflect
Example 1 and Example 2 in Section 2.3. The maximum method is expected to perform
the best in the more difficult first setting, and all methods are expected to perform well
eventually in the easier second setting.
We always use the unbiased distance correlation as the marginal correlation. The
original method is to use c(Xn,Yn) for all dimensions with the distance correlation chi-
square test from [20]. The maximum method uses cM(Xn,Yn) and Algorithm 2. The
average method uses cA(Xn,Yn) and Theorem 7 to derive p-value. The numerical
phenomenon for high-dimensional testing is the same if we were to use distance cor-
relation with permutation test, the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion, the multi-
scale graph correlation, or the Heller-Heller-Gorfine method (the latter three improve the
power against nonlinear dependency, but the interpretation for high-dimensional testing
remains the same).
3.1 Fixed Number of Dependent Dimensions
Let X[i] ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) for i = 1, . . . , p, and w = [1, 1
2
, 1
3
, 1
4
, 1
5
, 0, · · · , 0] be a p × 1
vector, i.e., dXY = 5 and q = 1 are fixed. We consider linear, quadratic, and fourth root
dependence, as well as an independent example:
• Linear (X, Y ): Y = X · w.
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• Quadratic (X, Y ): Y = X2 · w using dimension-wise square.
• Fourth Root (X, Y ): Y = |X| 14 · w.
• Independent (X, Y ): Z[i] ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) for i = 1, . . . , p and Y = Z · w.
We set n = 100, increase p from 5 til at least 100 (and in the linear case to 1000), generate
sample data for 1000 time for each p, run each method and count how often the p-value
is lower than α = 0.05, then plot the testing power for each method in Figure 1. The
maximum method yields almost perfect power as dimension increases, whereas the
power of the average method and the original method quickly deteriorates. The power
deteriorate slower in the linear relationship since it is the easiest dependence structure.
All methods correctly control the type 1 error level from the last panel, i.e., power is
approximately no more than α in case of independence. Note that c(Xn,Yn) using chi-
square test is slightly conservative for high-dimensional testing, so its power is slightly
less than 0.05 in case of independence. This is known in [20] and does not alter the
phenomenon if we were to apply the permutation test instead.
3.2 Increasing Number of Dependent Dimensions
In this setting, we use two slightly different linear and quadratic relationships. Still let
X[i] ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) for i = 1, . . . , p, and for any given d we set
• Linear (X, Y ): Y i = X i for each i ≤ d, and Y i ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) otherwise.
• Quadratic (X, Y ): Y i = (X i)2 for each i ≤ d, and Y i ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) otherwise.
We always set p = q = 50, let n = 20 in linear and n = 50 in quadratic, generate sample
data for 1000 time for each d, and run the test for each method and plot the testing power
14
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Figure 1: Compare the testing power of maximal marginal correlation, average marginal corre-
lation, and original correlation in linear, quadratic, fourth root, and independent example as the
number of total dimensions increases.
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Figure 2: Compare the testing power of maximal marginal correlation, average marginal corre-
lation, and original correlation in linear and quadratic relationships as the number of dependent
dimensions increases from 1 to 10.
at type 1 error level α = 0.05 in Figure 2 for d = 1, 2, . . . , 10. The maximal method always
achieves the perfect power, while all methods achieve better power as the number of
dependent dimension increases. Note that in the quadratic relationship, the power of
the original statistic also increases to 1 eventually as we further increase dXY , which
increases slower than the linear case because quadratic relationship is more difficult
than linear.
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APPENDIX
A Proofs
Theorem 1
Proof. For fixed p, q, it follows that
FXY − FXFY = 0⇔ FXiY j − FXiFY j = 0 for any i ∈ [p], j ∈ [q].
Therefore dXY = 0 if and only if independence.
Theorem 2
Proof. First,
cM(Xn,Yn) = max
j,k
c(Xjn,Y
k
n),
cM(X, Y ) = max
j,k
c(Xj, Y k).
When p and q are fixed, the population maximum cM(X, Y ) is well-defined. As c(·, ·)
satisfies Assumption 1, it follows that
c(Xjn,Y
k
n)
n→∞→ c(Xj, Y k)⇒ cM(Xn,Yn) n→∞→ cM(X, Y ).
1
Furthermore,
FXY = FXFY
⇔ FXjY k = FXjFY k for all j, k
⇔ c(Xj, Y k) = 0 for all j, k
⇔ cM(X, Y ) = 0.
Thus cM(X, Y ) = 0 if and only if independence. When dependent, there always exists
at least one c(Xj, Y k) > 0, so cM(X, Y ) > 0.
Theorem 3
Proof. Under high-dimensional dependence, dXY ≥ 1, so there always exists at least
one c(X i, Y j) > 0 asymptotically and cM(X, Y ) > 0 asymptotically.
Under independence, it is known that V ar(c(Xj, Y k)) = O( 1
n2
). By Chebyshev’s
inequality,
Prob(c(Xj, Y k) ≥ ) ≤ a
n22
for some positive constant a. It follows that
Prob(cM(Xn,Yn) ≤ ) =
∏
j,k
Prob(c(Xj, Y k) ≤ )
=
∏
j,k
{1− Prob(c(Xj, Y k) ≥ )}
= (1− a
n22
)pq.
2
From basic calculus, the probability converges to 1 if and only if pq grows slower than n2.
Therefore, cM(Xn,Yn)→ 0 in probability under independence as long as pq = o(n2).
Theorem 4
Proof. Valid: given X is independent of Y , each sample observation xi is independent
of the corresponding yi. The independence also holds after any random permutation,
i.e., for any permutation pi, xpi(i) is always independent of yi. Therefore in case of in-
dependence, cM(Xn,Yn) distributes the same as cM(Xn(pi),Yn) for any permutation pi,
and the testing power equals α. The type 1 error is successfully controlled, and the test
is valid.
Consistency: given any high-dimensional dependence, cM(Xn,Yn) > 0. For any
random permutation pi of size n, cM(Xn(pi),Yn)
n→∞→ 0. This is because the sample pair
(xi, yi) in (Xn,Yn) is assumed independently identically distributed for each i ∈ [n],
so a random permutation effectively breaks most dependency, such that Xn(pi) and
Yn are asymptotically independent as n increases (see proof of Theorem 8 in [18] for
justification). Therefore in case of dependence, the test always correctly rejects the
independence hypothesis for sufficiently large n, and the testing power converges to
1.
Theorem 5
Proof. For the maximum marginal correlation, Theorem 4 already showed that
cM(Xn,Yn) > 0 for any high-dimensional dependence case and is consistent.
For c(Xn,Yn): since dXY = o(pq) and each dimension has non-vanishing variance,
FXY → FXFY as dimension increases, such that c(Xn,Yn)→ 0 under high-dimensional
3
dependence. Note that the non-vanishing variance assumption is required here, i.e., if
every dimension other than the dependent dimensions has the variance diminishing to
0, then the high-dimensional dependence is equivalent to a low-dimension case, and
c(Xn,Yn) may still be asymptotically greater than 0 and consistent for testing.
For the average correlation: there are dXY non-zero marginal correlations c(Xj, Y k)
each bounded in [−1, 1], and pq − dXY marginal correlations c(Xj, Y k) that all converge
to 0. Since dXY = o(pq), the average marginal correlation converges to 0.
Theorem 6
Proof. When using distance correlation for c(Xn,Yn), it was shown in [20] that the null
distribution (the distribution of c(Xn,Yn) under independence) is upper tail dominated
by 1
n
(χ21 − 1) around upper tail probability 0.05 for any fixed dimension. Denote the null
distribution of c(Xn,Yn) by Fc, and the null distribution of cM(Xn,Yn) by FcM . The actual
p-value of maximum marginal correlation using true null distribution satisfies
Prob(FcM > c
M(Xn,Yn)) = 1− Prob(Fc < cM(Xn,Yn))pq
≤ 1− Prob(χ21 < ncM(Xn,Yn) + 1)pq.
Therefore, 1−Prob(χ21 < ncM(Xn,Yn)+1)pq is a more conservative (larger) p-value than
the actual p-value, therefore valid for any α ≤ 0.05. Note that the p-value from permu-
tation test converges to the actual p-value using true null distribution, as the permuted
data approximates the independent case.
The consistency part can be argued similarly as in Theorem 3: for any high-
dimensional dependence, cM(Xn,Yn) is a fixed non-zero number, such that Prob(χ21 <
4
ncM(Xn,Yn) + 1) converges to 1 at the rate O( 1n2 ) by Chebyshev’s inequality. Then
by basic calculus, as long as pq = o(n2), Prob(χ21 < ncM(Xn,Yn) + 1)pq → 1 and the
p-value using chi-square test converges to 0. Therefore under high-dimensional depen-
dence and pq = o(n2), the test always correctly rejects the independence hypothesis for
large sample size.
Theorem 7
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 6, the null distribution of average marginal cor-
relation is upper tail dominated by 1
npq
(χ2pq − pq). Then the actual p-value of average
marginal correlation bounded above by
Prob(
1
npq
(χ2pq − pq) > cA(Xn,Yn)) = 1− Prob(χ2pq < pq(ncA(Xn,Yn) + 1)).
Since this is a conservative (larger) p-value for testing at α ≤ 0.05, it is a valid test.
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